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Study on Behaviour of Schizophrenics 

By T，αdαo Nakaiホ

There seem to be some problems for physical education for schizophrenics. One of 

them is an abnormal behaviour of schizophrenics. 

To observe a tendency of this abnormal behaviour a“Ball Throwing T est" was 

tried. This test was originated by Utena and his collaborates. The method of this 

test is that eleven patients form a circle glasping hand by hand together and 

throw a ball (for volley ball) each other freely at optional directions. 

This time， the same test was tried by us increasing the number of throwing 

balls from one hundred to five hundred. 

The statistical method is to make a matrix from a locus of the number of 

balls and based on this matrix， the mean and scatter of entropy for the individual 

and the group has been calculated. 
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These patients are inmates of the Sakuragaoka Asylum， who are mainly 

ネ Ful1-timeLecturer of the Institute of Physical Education， Keio University. 
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schizophrenics. The control group are the students of the Kosei Joshi-Gakuin 

attached to the Medical Department of the Keio University. 

The result shows that each member of the control group throws a ball in 

every direction on the average， while any of the experimental group， though different 

in respective symptoms， throw a ball to a particular person and their throwing 

tendency is characteristic of throwing to a person in front of them. Moreover， 

this tendency could be observed among patients of less symptoms. 

If we examine the process of five hundred throws by every one hundred throws， 

the mean of control group is 3.44 at the first one hundred throws， then 3.44， 3.44 

and 3. 42 keeping constant value. On the contrary the mean of the experime.ntal 

group was 3.32，3.27， 3.28， 3.37 and 3.37. 

Judging from the above result， behaviours of shizophrenics， as is pointed out by 

Utena and his collaborates seems to be characteristic of fixation phenomenon and 

echophenomenon， but further examination would be necessary because their be・

haviours are considered to be connected with the easiness of throwing balls and 

the stereotyped behaviour characteristic of shizophrenics. 
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